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Request to Develop or Modify Reliability Rules (NYSRC Policy No. 1-4) 
Submit request to raymond40@aol.com via the NYSRC site www.nysrc.org  

 
Item Response 

1.  Respondent  
        Name RRS 
        Organization  
        Address  
        Phone & Fax numbers  
        Email address  
  
2.  Title of proposed rule change & PRR No. System Restoration G-R1: G-M1, G-M2, and G-M3 (PRR 112)  
 NOTE: THIS PRR ASSUMMES NYSRC ACCEPTANCE 

OF PROPOSED NYISO BLACK START TESTING 
CHANGES. 

3.  New rule or modification of NYSRC RR? TBD 
         If a new rule is proposed, provide any 
relevant citation to existing standards 

 

         If a modification to an existing rule is 
proposed, provide NYSRC RR reference 

 

  
4.  Wording of proposed rule change None at this time. 
  
5.  Rationale for proposed rule change TBD 
         Identify advantages See Attachment 
  
         Identify disadvantages G-M1.5.6, which requires comprehensive black start testing 

every three years for steam units, is a relaxation of present 
rules which require comprehensive testing every year for all 
units. However, on balance, the advantages of this rule change, 
as described in the Attachment, outweigh this disadvantage.  

  
6.  Measurement(s) G-M1 (The following replaces present G-M1 Requirements 5 & 

6): 
 
5. Procedures for securing and testing black start facilities for 

meeting the requirements of the NYISO and Transmission 
Owner SRPs. These procedures shall include: 

5.1 The NYISO and Transmission Owners shall annually 
determine black start resource capacity requirements 
for implementing the NYISO and Transmission Owner 
SRPs, respectively. These black start capacity 
requirements shall include presently designated black 
start units and supplemented, if required, with 
additional existing and new generating units that are 
capable to being retro-fitted for black start service. 
NYISO and Transmission Owner studies for establishing 
black start resource requirements shall be based on 
minimizing the time to restore the shutdown area to 
service.  

5.2 If the NYISO or a Transmission Owner has not secured 
sufficient black start resources for meeting the black 
start requirements identified in 5.1, it shall annually 
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prepare a black start plan for acquiring additional black 
start resources that are capable of being retro-fitted 
for black start service. The NYISO and Transmission 
Owner black start plans shall be submitted to the 
NYSRC for review when requested.  

5.3 The Transmission Owners shall annually submit a 
report to the NYISO that identifies its currently 
designated black start resources and, if required by 
5.2, its black start plan for acquiring additional black 
start resources required for minimizing the time to 
restore the shutdown area to service. The report shall 
identify the characteristics of black start units in the 
Transmission Owner SRP, including the name, location, 
megawatt capacity, megavar capacity, and type of 
black start resources.  The identity of each 
Transmission Owner’s black start resources shall be 
made available to affected transmission owners. 

5.4  A NYISO process shall be developed and implemented 
for checking the reasonableness that the black start 
resources and black start plan identified in each 
Transmission Owner’s report in 5.3 are adequate for 
meeting NYISO and Transmission Owner SRP 
requirements and minimizing restoration time in 
accordance with 5.1. This process shall be provided to 
the NYSRC upon request.  

5.5 Each Black Start Provider shall  annually provide a 
letter to the NYISO confirming that it identifies and 
maintains a list of critical components in its facilities 
(i.e., batteries, diesel back-up generators, inverters 
etc.) to verify the condition of these critical 
components in accordance with good industry 
practice.  

5.6 Procedures for black start facility test requirements to 
verify that each black start unit in the NYISO and 
Transmission Owner SRPs is capable of meeting the 
requirements of these SRPs. These black start testing 
requirements shall include: 

For gas turbine, combined cycle, and hydro black start 
units:                    

Each Black Start Provider shall complete a 
successful test of the startup and 
synchronization with the system of each of 
those black start facilities included in the 
NYISO and Transmission Owner SRPs for each 
Capability Year. The NYISO shall determine the 
number units within a black start facility that 
shall be tested annually. 

For steam black start units: 

Each Black Start Provider shall complete a 
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successful test of the startup and  
synchronization with the system of each of 
those black start steam units included in the 
NYISO and Transmission Owner SRPs once 
every three Capability Years. In addition, 
completion of successful tests requiring 
isolation from the transmission system, but 
not requiring startup and synchronization with 
the system, shall be conducted during the 
intervening Capability Years. 

The NYISO shall determine the time within the 
Capability Year that testing shall be completed.  

 

G-M2  (Incorporates new as well as present G-M2 
requirements):   

 (Incorpors Each transmission owner shall establish, maintain, and 
implement a restoration plan in accordance with the NYCA SRP, 
NYISO procedures, and Measurement G-M1. This restoration 
plan shall be coordinated with the restoration plans of other 
transmission owners and shall be part of the NYCA SRP. The 
restoration plan shall include: 
 

1. A process for annually determining black start resource 
requirements and preparing a black start plan if it has 
not secured sufficient black start resources for meeting 
these black start requirements. Any additional black 
start capability may include existing and new 
generating units that are capable of being retro-fitted 
for black start service. Transmission Owner studies for 
determining the black start resource requirements 
shall be based on minimizing the time to restore the 
shutdown area to service, in accordance with G-M1.5.1 
and G-M1.5.2 requirements. 
  

2. Preparation of an annual report to the NYISO, in 
accordance with G-M1.5.3, that identifies existing 
black start resources and a black start plan for 
acquiring sufficient black start resources for meeting 
black start requirements, if needed, as identified in G-
M2.1. The report shall identify the characteristics of 
each existing black start resource, including its name, 
location, megawatt capacity, megavar capacity, and 
type. 

  
3. A procedure for conducting annual training of their 

operating personnel on their SRP procedures, including 
the procedures for coordinating with the NYISO SRP. 
Each transmission owner shall report to the NYISO the 
completion of the annual training and review. 

 
Each Transmission Owner shall conduct an annual review of its 
SRP. 
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G-M3 (presently being drafted by NYISO) 

 

 (Lines 7 through 13 will be prepared later.) 
7.  Full Compliance Statement  
  
8.  Levels of Non-Compliance  
     Level 1  
     Level 2  
     Level 3  
     Level 4  
  
9.  Compliance Documentation Reporting  
     Entity 

 

  
10.  Compliance Monitoring Entity/Entites  
  
11.  Implementation Plan  
  
12.  Comments  
  
13.  Date Rule/Measurement Adopted  
  
14.  PRR Revision Dates  6/26/12, 7/23/12, 7/24/12 
 


